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felcfa Gives Reply To Resolution;

Outlines

Aims, Participants
For Conference

AdEniiiistration Resteffes .1963.. Policy

V

"Conference o n Comparative
Philosophy and Culture" is the official title for the series of lectures
and discussions to be held on the
Wooster campus from April 22-2Participating in the conference
will be such noted Americans as
F. S. C. Northrop, Paul Tillich,
Richard McKeon, Sterling M.
Peter A. Bertocci, Richard
Hocking and A. J. Bahm. Other
guest speakers will be from India,
Ceylon and Canada.
The purposes of the conference
as stated by Dr. P. T. Raju, director, are:
to promote mutual under
standing between East and West?
to show in the words of John
Dewey that "there are no cultural
block universes but only one uni
verse in which cultures have signi
ficant common areas and signih
cant differences;"
to discover what is of perm
anent significance in each of the
thought patterns and what can be
of importance in every culture and
of
philosophy,
the
ri i
i
...w
i
wmcn maices our cuiiure lupsiueu
and harmful;
to enable the discussion of
what is of significance in the dif

President Lowry sent a letter this week to Tim Tilton, president of the SGA, in reply
to the resolution adopted by the SGA Legis-latur- e
on January 10.
The letter, which was also made available to the Voice, follows:
"The President and the Deans considered the letter which came through you from

4.
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understanding and communication.
Arranged by Miss Mary Behling
and Mrs. Mary Bourns, the con
ference will be open to all Woos
ter students and also to the public
and delegates from other schools.
A reading list will be published
later, and the books on this list

the student tiovernment Associa
tion regarding the regulations of
the College in the area of sex and
marriage. It was discussed, as you
Reknow, at the Student-Facultlations Committee meeting and
deliberated in other sessions.
"The following statements rep
resent the position of the College:
The rule as given in Chapel
over a year ago, in September,
1963, is reaffirmed: The College
does not condone
sexual intercourse. Those who engage
in it are subject to suspension.
s
In regard to the
rule enunciated this year as an
adjunct to enforcement, it has
been subject to such a wide variety
of interpretation and misinterpretation that it is therefore discontinued."
A spokesman for the Administration explained to this reporter
that the reaffirmation represented
a view which dictates no absolute
penalties.
It is entirely possible, according to this source, for students to

Moliere's Romping Satire
Opens In Scott February 25

y

by Mamie Bryan
The Little Theatre's
play Tartuffe by Moliere
is now rehearsing in Scott in preparation for its Feb. 25
opening.
Considered Moliere's most popular satirical drama,
mid-seaso- n

pre-marit- al

Tartuffe is one of the funniest and I
certainly the most romping play
ever produced on the Wooster
stage.
In the play Moliere criticizes the
false use of religious customs and
morals to hide one's own hypocritical nature. It is perhaps the
universal appeal of such a theme
that makes Moliere's satire strike
as remarkably close to the modern
society as it was during his lifetime. Much of the sensational nature that caused Tartuffe to be
banned after its first production in
1664 is evident in the modern
stage's production; particularly in
the attempts of an adventurous woman to seduce her husband's imposing friend while the husband
remains hidden under the table.
Filling the major roles in the
cast are four of the Little Theatre's
most experienced actors. Sophomore Sally Patton plays the loving
wife Elmire. Orgon, her infatuated
husband, is played by Ross Mor
gan. The eavesdropping maid is
played by Marilyn Stains, a sophomore, and Russ Badger is obnoxiously convincing in the role of the
infamous Tartuffe.

three-month-

Libby Moore's winning poster sets the spirit for Winter Car-

nival. See story on page three.
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High Court Reprimands MAB

Calls Fines Unconstitutional

SEX SEMINARS

by Robb Reinker
Approximately two weeks ago the Men's Affairs Boarc

took what the Voice termed an unprecedented move by grant
ins; themselves judicial power over their own regulations. It
....
r
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mere was goouJ reason ior
now appears inai
mis aci uemg

r

;
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unprecedented as the High Court
has placed an injunction on the
Sixth Section and several other
MAB pending a hearing to de
still to be considered.
charges
termine the constitutionality of
GERMAN IMPORT
With this in mind the Hij
such a resolution.
A new film, direct from
Court wanted to make especially
Germany, will be shown in
This .action was taken by the clear that their action was not in
Scott auditorium on Sunday,
High Court, which has sole power any way affected by
In
Feb. 14, at 2 and 4 p.m.
to interpret the Student Govern- spirit or sentiment. That their po
German, with English subment Association Constitution, be- sition is indeed one of neutrality
titles, "Wir Wunderkinder"
cause the Constitution expressly is reflected by the fact that the
is a
(We Wonderchildren),
states that the MAB shall initiate court's intervention was petitioned
all regulations governing the con- by a member of a section not at
satire on modern man's capall
ability for living under
duct of men, while the Men's Pri- all involved in the effect of the
kinds of political systems. mary Court shall have jurisdiction MAB's rulings. In fact, it was
Admission is free.
over cases involving the miscon necessary that the issue be initiduct of men students or sections. ated by an outsider, since the high
The resolution which the MAB court cannot take action of its
will be available at the book store. passed gave them the power to try own volition.
Other recommended reading ma- offenses against their own legislaHowever, the situation is comterial will be on display in the tion, thus overstepping the bounds
plicated somewhat by Dean
library.
of the Constitution.
(Continued on Pace 6)
In order to stimulate further inby
The restraining order issued
terest in the conference, Dr. Raju
effect of
hopes that it will be possible to the court also has the
SGA,
temporarily,
award a prize to the student who nullifying, at least
levied
submits the best paper discussing any penalties the MAB has
constitutional
doubtful
under their
the ideas presented there.
inter-sectio-

START

The third edition of the
SGA Sex Seminars, led by
y,
Dr. Startzman and Rev.
As-bur-

will be held Feb. 15,
16, 17, 23, 24, 25 from 4:00
to 5:30 p.m. each day.
All students are eligible to

participate but registration is
limited to 100. Those interested sign up in the SGA office from 6:30 to 9:00 p.m.,
Sunday, Feb. 14.

n

Features
20 Romantic Songs
Feb.

Joint Forces Form Standing Committee

Evaluates Pledging

To Improve Club System
The ICC evaluation committee, created recently in response to a
with
vocal segment of girls' clubs actives who were very dissatisfied
the results of this year's pledging, plans to circulate a questionnaire
designed to determine whether this dissatisfaction is the general sentiment and, hopefully, to draw out
club and the latter can tell us why
some positive suggestions to corthe club system seemed lacking or
rect the whole club system.
undesirable to them. From the acThe committee, consisting of two
tives we want more specific criti
appointed members from each club
cism or suggestions about the
and ICC officers, has written to
mechanics of the system. Any
other schools with local club sysquestions concerning the questiontems for detailed descriptions of
naire should go to Bonnie Conrad,
their rushing and pledging proceLinda Hager or F. Stafford.
dures. After the questionnaires are
"Two big questions are: 1. How
processed, and the other systems
reviewed, the committee will pre- important should the clubs be to
sent recommendations to the ICC. campus life; 2. Should the ICC
ICC President Frankie Stafford attempt to maintain equality of
size in seven clubs, and if so, how.
comments:
"We have made out two ques- These questions involve the probtionnaires, one for club members lems of., raising dues, blocking,
and one for independents and losing one or two clubs altogether.
freshmen. They will be distributed Organizational matters up for dison Wednesday and collected next cussion include the time of rushMonday, Feb. 15, from a box on ing (e.g. second semester freshman
the main desk in each woman's year as opposed to first semester
dorm. We need the cooperation sophomore), length of rushing perof the freshmen and independents iod, multiple bids such as the secsince the former can tell us what tions issue instead of the single
they idealistically hope for in a bid system now used by the clubs."

wee-kess- er

as the intellectual friend
Cleante; Martha Mock as the
"battle-ax- "
grandmother. The lovwhose
ers
engagement is severed
by Tartuffe are played by Sally
Cheaney and John- - Masterson. Den-ze- l
Rogers is the impulsive youth
who catches his mother and Tartuffe making love. Moliere's
chain of events is completed
far-cici-

al

NEW CHAPEL RULES
From the Office of the As-

sociate Dean comes the announcement of two new chapel policies. All students note
that only chapel announcements of interest to a significant portion of the student
body (at least 200) will be
read during the Tuesday and
Friday Chapel periods. This
will exclude all section, girls'
club and departmental club
announcements from chapel.
Campus organizations and individuals are encouraged to
reach the college community
by other methods of communication such as the "Voice,"
the bulletin boards and dining hall announcements.
The new policy on the
chapel fines 'will consist of
giving the offending student
one week to pay his fine
independently before the
amount is added to the college bill going home to parents. It is the hope of the office of the Associate Dean that
all students who Incurred
chapel fines last semester
have been billed. Students
will be given until noon today to pay their bill at the office of the Treasurer. Fines not
paid by that date will be
added to the bill that will
be sent home on or about

14
withdraw from the college volunavoid
in
order
suspension,
tarily
to
but it is also quite possible, according to another member of
Those who complained about
the administrative staff, that neither withdrawal nor suspension Wooster's lack of 19th century
will be found necessary in certain music (see "Dr. Gore Explains
Romantic Music," Feb. 5, 1965)
cases.
will have a chance to hear one of
Members of the Administration
hat era's foremost composers this
went on to point out that it has Sunday
evening in the Memorial
always been possible for suspended Chapel.
Dale Moore and Daniel
students to apply for readmission
Winter will present 20 songs which
to the College at any time.
are set to the Wilhelm poem "Die
Schoene Muellerin" (The Beautiful
Maid of the Mill), Op. 25, D. 795
by Franz Schubert on Sunday,
Feb. 14 at 8:15 p.m. in the chapel.
lhese songs were composed be
tween May and November, 1823.
Schubert clothed the poems with March 1. Chapel fines are
by Ron Wirick
calculated by charging $5.00
a sincerity and depth of feeling
Within a period of less than a week, separate actions which, according to Richard Cha-pel- l, for the 19th cut and 50 cents
were taken by the administration and the SGA to investigate
for each additional cut.
weaves them into a drama reAt
service.
the
food
college
vealed to us in a series of lyrical
the possibilities of improving
the
Communications Board (a group moments. A few of the 20 songs in the characters portrayed by
the Tuesday meeting of
with their English titles are:
composed of student and adminisHarvey Tilden, Brian O'Riordan,
Dr. Jenny are the faculty deleand
Das Wandern (Roving) , Woh-tration leaders) the two efforts
Judy Shallenberger and Ted Celc
r
Tim .i
w
t i
body.
gates to the
Haiti
in.' wnitnerf),
(Halt!), este.
were fused, as a joint committee
The original SGA action was Traenenregen (Rain of Tears),
was formed to pursue this objecTickets for the play go on sale
initiated at the legislature meeting Mein! (Mine!), Pause (Pause),
tive.
the Speech office next Monday
in
held last Sunday when similar pro Mit dem ereenen Lautenbande
Representing the student body
for
the performance of Feb. 25, 26
posals were presented by Joe Ber-la- (With the Green Lute Rimmon) .
on the committee are Anne
and 27.
and committee member Bry
Grigsby, Voice editor, SGA presinelson. The final draft incorpordent Tim Tilton. Al Snyder, a
ated measures from both motions.
food service employee, and SGA
In the motion a permanent committee was established to "investi
gate the Food Service Department
NAACP
. ... and to make
recommenda
tions to improve the quality of
The NAACP will meet next
Monday night, Feb. 15, at service and food." The committee
7:15 p.m. in the lib lecture was also empowered "to investi
room. Bryan Dunlap, one of gate and recommend adoption of
Wooster's representatives in a pnvate Food Service concern
the civil rights movement, will (such as the SAGA Service des
speak about his work with cribed in a Voice article last
week) .
COFO (the Council of FederVicks-bur- g,
Almost simultaneously Galpin in
in
Organizations)
ated
stituted
a similar probe. Thus the
Miss.
stage was set for the Tuesday for
mation of the joint organization
Among the measures which may
representative Wade Brynelson.
Serving ex officio are Deans Reed, be brought to the attention of the
Behling, Young, and King, as well committee is the possibility of ex
Cast rehearses scene between Elmire and Tartuffe for coming
as Mr. Arthur Palmer, business tending breakfast hours beyond
performances of Moliere's "Tartuffe". See story above.
length.
manager of. the college. Dr. Baker their present

Galpin Investigate Food Service;

ICC

umers in ine cast are: iim

13-ma-

n
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Revitalized Clubs
Perhaps the greatest untapped source for positive activity
in Wooster's sluggish social life and in the lives of many
of the coeds on this campus is the group of organizations
laudthat can scarcely call themselves sisterhoods. With-thable motive of remaining democratic and avoiding the exclusive practices of national sororities the women's clubs on
this campus have become ineffective as a force in Wooster's
social life and little more than nominal as formers of special
friendships among their members. The women's clubs on this
campus must either die out or change their philosophy. We
propose that the women take a few lessons from the men, for
whom sections are meaningful and energetic.

As any good American history student knows, the League
of Nations failed because of its inability to act firmly in
crucial situations. Although handicapped from its inception
by the absence of American membership, the League had
managed to function reasonably
well until Mussolini decided to restore Augustan grandeur by annexing Ethiopia. The Duces action
caused considerable uproar among
the distinguished diplomats at
Geneva, ' who" even consented to
hear a personal plea for action
from Ethiopia's Haile Selassie.
But when all the debate was
finished, the "don't rock the boat"
advocates remained triumphant
and the League's economic sanctions against Italy were halfhearted and totally ineffectual.
From the time of this miscarriage
the record of the League is one
unrelieved ineptitude.

V

rv

We must abandon the unrealistic notion that each of the

The result would be a more direct system which would
allow each club to determine its own nature. The membership of each club would tend to be based on friendship, so
that the three-yea- r
experience could become very meaningful
for many coeds. Furthermore, a united women's club will
gain strength and enthusiasm, enabling it to revitalize the
club's current social fare of one formal and two pizza parties
per year, as well as to organize social functions for the campus at large, perhaps with the help of SGA funds.

Jl.

rl4.

by Ron Wirick

e

seven women's clubs should or could be exactly alike
in size and makeup of membership. These social organizations must be based on friendships and mutual interests; a
club can only be a live and active body if it expresses the
special and individual nature of its members. Having what
some will label as an "image" is unhealthy only if all seven
clubs strive, with varying degrees of success, to project as
their images the same lifeless stereotype. Furthermore, a club
must be free to determine how large a group it will be. No
stigma need be attached to a club which chooses to remain
small, or even to the club which chooses to go out of existence
and perhaps pass the vital spark on to a successor. The artificial process of "blocking", which gives transfusions to dying
clubs, and which has proved to generate much unhappiness
and few positive results, must go. In short, the I.C.C. must
exercise more of a laissez faire policy towards club membership, allowing multiple bids for each rushee, while still insuring that every girl will receive at least one bid.
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Present Situation
The historical incident is not recapitulated here as a mere academic exercise. The recent maneu-vering- s
in the UN, unfortunately,
are more than remotely reminiscent of the debate preceding the
League's demise. The present situation developed from a financial
problem which has reached crisis
proportions in the last couple of
months. The UN's bills now
amount to about 136 million dollars; cash assets total less than 15
million. Unless there is an almost
immediate injection of new funds,
even the normal functions of the
organization will come to an abrupt halt.
But even the stark realities of
financial statistics present only the
effect, not the cause, of the real
crisis. The issue at stake stems
from the role of the special peacekeeping operations of the UN in

the Congo and the Middle East.
Russia, along with France and
many Arab countries, contends
that the assessments for these missions have no legal binding, and
that, therefore, she is not required
to pay. The U.S. has" consistently
maintained that the question whether the assessments were for regular or special assessments has no
bearing on the problem: Russia
must pay or lose her vote in the
General Assembly.
Legal Question
The crucial issue then is not
actually a financial one but a legal
one: Are nations legally responsible for their special assessments
levied for operations initiated and
approved by the General Assembly?
Analysing the dispute in this
light, the choice between the Russian and American viewpoints becomes an easy one, for a legal judgment has already been sought and
received! Almost three years ago
the General Assembly asked the
International Court of Justice to
make a ruling on this very question. Accordingly, an inquiry was
conducted, each side presented its
case, and late in July, 1962, the
Court ruled
in favor of the
U.S. stand. Subsequently, the General Assembly itself voted to accept the decision.
9-to-

-5

Subsequently, many of the UN
member nations have had second
thoughts about abiding by the
court ruling. They have based
their reservations not on the legal

ity of the decision, but on the
"practical" politics involved. The
basic point seems to be that if
the Russians refuse to pay and
consequendy lose their vote, then
the UN itself will suffer. To quote
an editorial in the February 4,
1965, New York Times, "both sides
. . . have been willing to risk the
efficacy, if not the survival in the
long run, of the United Nations on
a fight to the finish." According
to the, Times, a showdown must be
avoided at, all costs ; it is only
necessary mat the legal "principle
be retained for the future."
What the Times has overlooked
is that the only principle which
will be retained is the one the
Russians will gleefully cherish, the
principle of brinkmanship. They
will have found that they can effectively immobilize the entire structure of the UN by simply threatening their withdrawal. Those interested in practical politics should
take heed of what this would mean
to the "efficacy of the United Nations."
De Facto Veto
Essentially the Soviet Union
w o u Id be handed a de facto
veto over the General Assembly.
Over a hundred times the nyet
has been heard in the Security
Council. How often would it be repeated in the larger body? The
greatest threat to the UN lies not
collision
in the threat of a head-obetween Russian and American
viewpoints, but in the possibility
that this collision will be avoided
by compromising the basic principles from which the United Nations was conceived. Refusal to act
firmly against Italy mortally
wounded the League; irresolution
in the treatment of Russia could
do the same to the UN.
n

We need not fear that the undesirable traits of national Scot's Forum

sororities will come to characterize our social clubs. Membership in such a club will never constitute the whole of any
Woosterian's social experience, especially since clubs do not
constitute living units. By avoiding blackball sessions and by
allowing the I.C.C. to assure each coed at least one bid we
can make sure that this will never happen. Yet by revitalizing
the whole concept of the women's social clubs we can create
a force meaningful for each club member and for the social
life of the whole campus.

A Gracious Attitude
The letter which President Lowry sent to the SGA Legislature via Tim Tilton this week indicates a position which
fulfills our hopes as expressed in the editorial column ("A
Positive Approach," Jan. 14). The restatement of policy
strikes us as being affirmative in tone without sacrificing the
dignity of either deans or students.
We are grateful to the Administration for the eracious- ness with which they received the SGA resolution and the
spirit of cooperation in which discussions took place. We
are most appreciative of the promptness with which the Administration gave consideration to this problem.
We have learned that another Ohio college which tried
to imitate Wooster's program of Sex Seminars has met with
opposition from their Administration, which prohibited coed
seminars and restricted the range and nature of the topics
for discussion. Needless to say we are most grateful that
such censorship has never threatened the SGA's program of
Sex Seminars.
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To the Editor:
For the benefit of Woo students,
who engage in gustatory delights
three times daily, I would like to
relate Swarthmore College's solution to our problem. Their new
dining hall, a massive $1,350,000
structure, consists of three dining
rooms seating 300, 132 and 104
students, respectively. Wondrous
lounges surround these rooms and
their comfort invites aftermeal conversations. Saturday night's Saga
Food Service menu regularly includes either steak, charcoal broiled on portable grills outside the
dining hall, or roast Long Island
duckling. Swarthmore has successfully combined good architecture,
good comfort, and good food.
I certainly hope that the de
signers for Wooster's new dining
hall and food planners look beyond
Ohio for inspiration.
Peter Gnswold

,
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To the Editor:

letters

of adequate facilities and funds there are basically three everyday,
Your editorial suggesting that or professional importation is, of cheap sources of musical enteri
he college take an affirmative ap course, a legitimate obstacle
to tainment. One is the radio. Anproach re premarital sex relations presenting the bulk of the former other is the jukebox either at the
is most constructive.
and a good portion of the latter. Tub or the Shack. The last is
The SGA is correct in not taking Not I, nor anyone else, can dispute heard in Kenarden's dining hall
he responsibility of condoning or his fact and begin a controversy amidst the fleeting pleasantnes of
condemning the practice. Each in- of such massive dimension as the asking people to pass articles
Rule which you will doubtless never redividual facing the temptation Machiavellian Three-Mont- h
War
of
Book
Nerves, the great
ceive: I allude to Musaire. Mus-aire- :
must resort to his personal code
Store War to the Death, or the in
the golden strings of musical
of ethics.
At- greasy kids stuff.
War
Service
famous
Food
of
Musaire, like
However the administration at
he risk of rocking the boat, must trition. In all these instances, how- Kenarden food, is fed to most of
take a moral stand on it. Unlike ever, shrewd members of the stu- the student body every day; it is
the question of smoking or drink- dent body with lofty and prophetic gulped, washed down by conver
seated next
ing, a firm stand on this will help visions have cited the respective sation with the chap
College
and,
Oberlin
hopefully, digested
com to you
parents. For, you see, often par situations at
is perhaps properly. When you get done, you
ents get saddled with unexpected paratively, and this
Wooster's
administrative
regret that you didn't put a trifle
greatest
grandchildren and bills.
woe: being in the same state with more Guy Lombardo on your hot
A minimum of mishaps will oc- Oberlin College. However, it is dog, a little more Spike Jones on
cur even when precautions are true, and we have to live with it. your mashed potatoes. As for the
taken, as students and parents well
radio, it does have some music on
Szell Performs
know, and many colleges still conof its bands usually FM,
some
Now regarding music and musi
sider premarital relations immoral.
however which doesn't interfere
Parents and students who do not cal concerts, it is a fact that Ober with the digestion; it, I grant, has
find colleges lin has had, on several occasions,
Editor's Note: The following let-te-r agree will be able to
possibilities. The jukebox?
no less a musical body than George some
take
different
which
liking
their
to
I shall limit its discussion to that
was sent to the Director of
all on this Szell and the Cleveland Symphony
Athletics by Frank Buhas, a vet- stands, or no stands at
Orchestra. It has given perform- very question: the jukebox?
issue.
The problem is then stated. The
eran basketball referee. The
ances of the music of the late
A Concerned Parent
of
"Voice" takes pleasure in printNineteenth Century and Twentieth discovery and appreciation inof
the
is
music
it
one
ing at this time not only as a
Century as well as that of the clas- great
which a college
tribute to the leadership of Dave
Interest Generated
sicists and the Eighteenth Century valuable extras
"Extras?"
students.
its
offer
Guldin but as documentation for To the Editor:
can
masters. This is essential. The
I should say "aspects of educasome of the points raised in
Gore for whole spectrum of fine music is
Dr.
I
thank
wish
to
Steve Avakian's column on athtion." "Can?" "Should" is more
fine letter published offered to the college student, and
his
writing
like
it. It is one of the invaluable
issue.
letic officials in the Jan. 14
5 edition of the Voice. if he is temporarily repulsed by
Feb.
the
in
of education which a colDear Sir:
and disciplined aspects
I was thrilled that a
frankly,
Quite
lege should offer its students. It
I would like to relate to you an
letter
was able to Bachian cantata, perhaps he will is, like
November
my
any aspect of education,
incident which occurred during a
con find something meaningful in a
so
and
much
interest
up
pick
and
basketball game between Wooster
lush and flowing Tschaikovskian one which should be broad
cern.
failed
I
in
representative
nature.
and Capital at Wooster.
Since that letter was published melody. It is, at any event, a step to mention the college record liDuring the first half of jthe game
in the right direction.
brary as a fourth inexpensive
some students were making re last November, I have received a
whole
of
some
Problem
number
The
comments:
source of musical entertainment;
marks to the officials which were
with
the
tone
agreeing
heartedly
Of course I have still not for- it, as Dr. Gore stated, is represennot in good taste. Captain Dave
some
letter,
the
of
and
content
in
who
gotten the practical consideration tative. But Dr. Gore also mentions
was standing on the
Guldin,
'
sold
"romantic
the
that
I
dignant
of the financial problem, but I the value of hearing live performinside lane during the foul shot
looked at the students and pointed community on the campus too think that it is important to em- ances, and these live performances,
his finger towards them. They short, some completely repudiating phasize, at least, the problem. too, should be representative. If
stopped their remarks and no more my letter for its brashness and Many students, when asked to give there are conditions which obviwas heard from this section the naivete (the charge of "naivete" examples of names which charac ously block the professional, live,
is always good for a
terize the contemporary period representative concert on campus,
rest of the evening.
and
some which complained that I may give answers which include let the students understand that
I have been officiating basket
ball for 16 years and this is the exalted Felix Mendelssohn too Stravinsky, Hindemith, Aaron the problem exists and that there
first time I have seen a player per much (?). I am grateful to all of Copeland, Ravel, or even perhaps are people sincerely trying to solve
form an act of this type. He de- the people who made these com Ravi Shankar. This is fine. But my it. Let them also realize that by
monstrated fine sportsmanship and ments, for they represent in vary concern is with those who would virtue of this loss they should seek
ing degrees, I think, the part of answer: Ricky Nelson, Hank Man out the live, representative concert
that he is a fine leader.
A boy of this caliber is a credi the student and faculty body which cini, the Beatles, Barbara Streis at places which do offer it. A letto your school, and I'm sure he is most acutely concerned with the and, Lawrence Welk, Mickey ter which reads, "Wagnerians rewill always represent Wooster in future of music and of the fine Mouse, Mantovani, or Dorothy volt!" means nothing more nor
arts in general at this college.
Kilgallen (?). Some of them may anything less than this.
a manner you can be proud of.
As for the music of the romantic be talented, none of them (sorry
Sincerely,
Yours very truly,
and contemporary periods, the lack people! ) enduring. On this campus
Frank Buhas
Gary Houston
m
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by Barb Homce

The hectic work involved in "putting the paper to bed," and journalistic jargon, like "Hey, what are we going to
use for ears?" are familiar to more people on this campus than our present Voice editor, Anne Grigsby, and her editorial
staff. Former Voice editors and columnists have been discovered in the most unexpected places in our administration
and among our faculty.
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The vear 1924 saw the Wooster
n
lumn, l discussed everything un- - alize that those of us who spoke surprised that our students quescolumn,
5p snort?
lassies
sporting frizzed locks cour- against compulsory church did tion our rules. When we did have
f n:,.i,ani H.,,lT,f TTnmt der the
P.rrrnpnt, nd w Writer men voice his witticisms about every have some evidence on our side." a problem, however, I don't think
Spirit Worries King
we did nearly as good a job as you
question. I discussed
V
attempting to sprout the then
you
and-wabout
worried
deal
knochapel
"I
a great
kids do of raising issues. Maybe
mustache. That year
reBut
school
you
Mr.
old
then,"
King
same
spirit
e
we just gave up too easily. Our
questions.
'
also saw our president, Howard
s
!
stuff
I
significant
ds
members,
think
"though
spirit
more
like
paper was
our student body
P
Lowry, editing a Voice column
of
the
then
today.
than
is
higher
that
than
was
most
it
time.
easygoing,"
King noted. "We
Mr.
which he chose to call 'Topics in
- didn't worry as much
But
couldn't
enough
we
reportget
as students
Frosh or Squirrel
Grief." I never did discover why
do
now. At least not about grades
Mr. Arn mentioned that he had
that column was tided so lugub- and
grad school.
column
order
in
to
his
read
over
riously. Perhaps it served as an
CURTAIN
BEHIND
IRON
after-quip- s
In citing differences between the
indication of the quality of the get some material for his
dinner-speecthe
is
be
to
believed
What
Class
'33
of
the
at
Voice
which he edited and our
which were the substance
in
a
seminar
first
graduate
The
flabbergasted.
present paper, Mr. King stated
of the column. I was not able to reunion. "I was
country
under
the
Communist
Helpful to seniors in a rush of second semester IS panic are
high
in
written
was
stuff
schopl
those
that the paper during his editor
efforts
were
learn whether
American
of
supervision
an
recent additions to the Andrews Library staff. Pictured
two
I
column
remember
in
one
ship contained
more creative
primarily the work of Dr. Lowry. prose.
by
offered
will
university
be
is Mr. Robert Jones, and at right is Mr. Lynn Grove.
left
at
writing and fewer letters to the
Some of the contributions were which I commented that the
New York University this sum
editor." When I asked him what
on the weaker side, mals on our campus were un-FWar
University
of
the
par-ouat
mer
the
squirrels
in
t
the present reversal of that trend
example "No, Harold, going usually tame
Poland.
of
saw,
Seems
the
ticular.
point
that
inindicated, he laughed. "I suppose
doesn't
for
I
had
in
observation
this
that
was
seminar
The
it indicated that we needed a literdicate that you will get a Rhodes
Scholarship." I just happened to 'seen' a squirrel and a freshman "Public Law and Administraary magazine back then. There was
d
for
across
walking
hand
hand
will
meet
in
Poland"
in
tion
notice a small italicized item at the
no Thistle at the time and we
of the column in which the pus. I remember that I thought it 60 hours, initially at NYU
had to put the creative writing
1 and
then
hilarious
equating
a
July
was
to
28
"This
from
June
appeared.
joke
"Harold"
someplace. He mentioned a regu
by Barb Bate and Jerry Fischer
stuff will be worse next week," it lowly freshman with a squirrel. In from July 3 to Aug. 18 at the lar feature, "Scotpourri," by
A study group, for many of us, is a unique experience
read. But the column did continue fact I thought all of my stuff was University of Warsaw. InstrucBently Duncan, which had been
uniBut
I
when
it.
good
wrote
both
from
pretty
will
come
and, apparently, improved with
tors
popular during his editorship. Up that combines the best of bull session, class discussion, and
versities, with all lectures beage. Most of the witticism which now I know it wasn't newsworthy."
on looking over some of the "Scot just plain good times. And yet as the word koinonia sug
journal-inel- y
one-tim- e
all
Not
of
our
English.
in
given
"Griefs"
genuing
were
appeared in
pourri" columns, I discovered that gests there s more to fellowship
than these things, en
laughable and were sly ists left a trail of predominately
they contained Duncan's comments
Dr. James T. Crown, associjoyable as they are. Having a
free verse on
comments about Wooster life of humorous material behind them, ate professor o f political
in more-or-les- s
This past semester our particular
chance to talk with and learn from
the day. Next time you contem- - Dr. Thomas Felt, of our History science at NYU and seminar all phases of Wooster life. Some
study
group concentrated on the
a variety of students who are
plate complaining about Woos- - Department, who was the Voice director, said enrollment will examples about the library
subject of "Christian Ethics on
deeply concerned about moral,
1950-51- ,
felt
that
editor
during
this
think
rules,
"impossible"
ter's
be limited to 18 graduate "Librarians take no consequence ethical and religious issues makes Campus, using as our starting
one over. "Our idea of an optimist editing the paper could be a seri-i- s students and auditors selected
Of what goes on behind the stacks
point Waldo Beach's Conscience
our "adventure in education"
a Wooster man who has the ous business.
institubooks
NYU
And above their
and other
from
somehow more relevant, whether on Campus. Within the the space
Dr. Felt commented that the tions.
heels straiehtened on his dancing
Girls dart
of nine meetings we managed to
or not we reach a consensus on any
shoes." Some of the other quips "big" issue during his editorship
looks."
sly
The tuition cost will be
given point. What is most import: consider section rushing practices,
mentioned fads then prevalent on had been a student vs. Food Ser- - $315. Transportation and a and on Korea
ant is that we do talk openly about Sunday rules, academic ethics,
life
live
campus. One took the form of a vice battle over the
and
now,
moral standards in personal rela
living allowance in Poland
our beliefs and doubts, hopes and
thrust at the Holden woman and plan which the students requested. will be provided through asFor beyond the water
'ears not only to a roommate or tions, and even the question of
the 19th amendment. "The girls "Oh how I hate to get up in the sistance by the U.S. DepartLies the slaughter."
and
o a faculty adviser, but also to campus
at Holden are using clay on their morning; oh how I hate to get out ment of State. Applicants
Fun in Ears
other individuals willing to share
battle- conmlexions. Now that women are of bed," was the heart-fel- t
Because our 14 members had a
Mr.
Dr.
at
Crown
was emphatic about with us their ideas and their
King
to
write
should
in politics, they had to start sling- - cry of the students. It seems that New York University, 4 Washwide
variety of viewpoints, we
the fact that he found editing the
breaklast was then served irom ington Square North, New paper fun. "I got quite a kick out
ing the mud sooner or later."
found our outlooks being broadmajority
and
the
until
7:10,
7:00
Lowry's Mustache
ened to include new insights rather
witticisms
of thinking up two-linYork City 10003.
Dr. Lowry came in for some of the students who did not have
than narrowed into a consensus
for the 'ears' of the paper." (The
couldn't see
classes
ribbiner in his own column and first-hou- r
on each issue. Yet, in looking back,
small boxes on either side of the
it was not because of his jokesman- - much point in getting up an hour ers for the Voice, and I took this masthead.) He pointed out some
HQ we feel that some of the moments
ship. He had evidently made an and a half earlier simply to get to be one indication that spirit was of his prize "ears". One of them,
when the discussion seemed least
attempt at growing a mustache, a Food Service breakfast. Nor flagging." He proceeded to write composed for the
Wooster's campus will be alive pertinent turned out to be most
and then had given up and shaved could they see paying for hummer-i- t an editorial to the students on the issue, read:
with activity this summer as at enlightening for all of us.
off. Soon after, this "poem" ap- - able breakfasts which they didn't subject of spirit. I believe that this "Forget I. S. on Turkey Day,
It is difficult to judge whether
east four special institutes make
eat.
peared in his column:
or
not a group such as ours is
way."
;heir headquarters here, according
excerpt from that editorial has You'll live to flunk another
Three Meals or Two?
"ToH. F. L."
meaningful
a
experience for its
something to say to today's WoosAnother was prepared especially to Dean of the College J. Garber
the
hot
"The
at
one
issue
was
a
"He shaved his mustache;
members. We do know, however,
ter student. "The general apathy for exam week:
Drushal.
time," Dr. Felt remembers. "The which exists on campus is our
oh what a crime!
that
we're all looking forward to
"Exams getting your goat?
In addition to the regular sum
newspaper took a firm stand on the fault. Many of us are perpetual
The saddest sight of a long,
Illegitamati non corborundum!" mer school Wooster will house the continuing our meetings during
issue. 'The college owes it to the
long time.
who
expect to get
gripers
What does it mean? I'll let you Reverse Flow Crossroads Africa second semester, using a new topic
students to offer three meals a something from Wooster for noth--Honest to God
We only hope we'll be spared
and new lead
figure that out.
Conference, a History Institute, a
force
right
has
to
but
day
it
no
the pain
ing. Wooster can be what the stuAll of the Voice editors and Computer Institute and a Church ers. Again we will meet at the
the food.' The problem was dents want it to be. Are you
home of our resource persons, the
Of seeing the blamed thing
columnists to whom I've talked Music Institute.
brought before the Student Senate satisfied?"
who have contributed a
Taits,
grow again.
have agreed that while working on
plan
tentatively
programs
Other
not
plan
did
The
Mr. Edward Arn. our Alumni
great deal to the relaxed atmosit is
Mr. King described the Voice the paper is
ned for the summer by Dean of phere of our discussions.
Director, is another former Voice go over with rood service, much
of 1952-5as "a quiet paper". "We both a challenge and an experi- the Summer School Dr. John
We may find ourselves with
columnist I encountered while go- - to our disgust, but breakfast was
didn't gripe then as much as you ence. In the words of Dr. Felt, "If Warner are an Equal Educational
:6V
trom
inar throueh the files. His contnbu- served at a later time
fewer "answers" in discussing
"But you work on the Voice during your Opportunities
do now," he commented.
of theology rather than campus ethics.
a
series
session,
until 8:UO, 1 think."
Wooster students then didn't ex four years at Wooster, you will see, alumni lectures in designated areas
"We had quite a bit of fun
much freedom. College facets of student, faculty and ad- of the curriculum, a special in But the chance to meet informally,
working on the paper, too, Dr. pect as
SEE EUROPE
discovering together our ignorance
rules are less confining today. Une ministrative life with which you structional conference for the Ohio
assured me. "My news editor,
Felt
well as our insights, makes the
of our neighboring schools, for would never have come in contact Federation of Women's Clubs, and as
The College has 35 reser
op
on
I
were
study
what it is and it's
Jon Waltz, and
vations on the student ship posite sides politically. So we were instance, has just decided to sell otherwise. And at the end of your a Speech Institute. The Equal great! group
beer in their student union. In the years here, you will really know Educational Opportunities proMS Aurelia leaving New York
always heckling one another in the
of these innovations, I'm not your way around the college."
June 9, at a cost of $210.50
gram, which would expose dis
under the face
the
of
newspaper,
pages
maximum and returning from
advantaged
high school age stu
memos. We
guise of inner-omc- e
H.
Le Havre, France, Aug. 30, at I
dents to the liberal arts experience
world issues
articles
had
on
more
the cost of ?l94. These reser
(see Voice editorial, Sept. 18),
when I was editor. McCarthyism
vations are available to any and the draft, for
still $50,000 short of the neces Win
is
instance. Bu
interested students and teach
sary; nevertheless, members of the
these issues were so close to us
ers. A deposit of $30 must
The Little Theatre today anadministration and faculty have
draft, especially."
accompany each reservation the
nounced
the winners in the first
voiced
high hopes that the pro
Assistant Dean of Men Howard
one-ac- t
before Feb. 15.
annual
play contest. Award
gram will go through.
King felt that the world situation
by Marty Webb
the
for
winner
event and recipient
I.
colleges
Wooster
one
of
four
According to Dr. W.
is
continued to affect the tone of
ilof
the
of
prize
was H. Harvey
$50
the
in the country to receive grants
Winter Carnival is here, my fellow seekers of
Schreiber, head of the Ger- - the paper during 1952-53- ,
when
man department, there is an I ne was y
editor. "It was a luminating light, and in the true spirit we must immerse to house the Reverse Flow of Tilden for his trilogy of independOperation Crossroads Africa this ent scenes entitled, 'The Bonds of
excellent chance that Wooster
presidential year, and we were
(tra-laEarlier
of
frivolity
atmosphere
the
in
gay
summer; UCLA, Boston College Alienation." Each scene is a play
students and teachers and involved m the war in Korea ourselves
their families may participate These issues tended to take our this week, I put into effect my carefully laid Winter Carnival and Boston College in Texas will in itself and is written in the fashbe the other locations for such ion and mode of the absurdists.
in a Great Lakes College As
attention away from other things plans. From the limited sample of
The judging committee, comsituation, we were thus able to ex- programs. Six to eight African
i
sociation charter flight leav
we might be whining about.
eirls available to me as a chem perience the sensation of the puls
prised
will
con
of staff members of the
and
Leaders
Educators
ing New York June 21, and
A few sizeable issues did arise
(i.e. a commonly accepted abbrevireturning from Luxembourg
during Mr. King's editorship, how ation in the intellectual world for ing rhythm. Yesterday night we vene here from June 27 to July 19 Little Theatre awarded also a secpartook of fine music during the for a special meeting with partici- ond prize for this year, with the
cost
0.
The
Sept.
between
ever The compulsory church regu "chemistry")
major, I selected Nina Simone concert and the Val pants in the Crossroads Africa $25 award going to William Johnfor this flight will be between
iaton ave r;se t0 a t0uchy situa five, and on the basis of accurate
programs. Members of Wooster's son for his styled comedy, "The
or
A
deposit
5250 and 5JGU.
tlW pr;0r to the 1952-5- 3 term statistical correlation identified the entine Dance afterward.
of
Saturday
morning,
recourse,
faculty and student body will help Way to Wealth". Mr. Johnson has
$50 must accompany the
Wooster students had to sign pew one with the highest probability
constructed this play in something
quest ror pamcipanon.
cardg t0 ,ndiCate church attend- rating of "good date" (to put it in called for intellectual stimulation, organize the program.
of
by
provided
the
will
easily
for
the
the tradition of Restoration
need
direct
Carruth
Dr.
a
John
ance. The students objected to this
For information tee Dr.
layman's terms) .
...
i
ii
few
of
A
hands
k
comedy.
Music
Institute
bridge
manners
Church
tournament.
Schreiber, Kauke 238, or ostensibly on ethical grounds, so The acceptance to my invitation
With the consent of the authors
bridge and the remaind for church organists and choir
r acuity nelations L.om
I
eolleaa
nhona
materialized, as planned, over the
,
a extension 307. I the...btudent-r
of
the
be
in. less directors of all denominations. of the award plays, the Litde Theaday
can
i
er
spent
t
miuee aeciaea ui inauiiaui uic titration tube at the exact moment
Members of the music department tre plans to produce them in an
activities.
church attendance rule, but to do the clear solution swirled to pas- mentally-demandincli
will conduct special clinics and experimental capacity. Scheduled
And
the
last,
tion, like Dr. Lowry's, was in ajso through the honor system. Mr sionate red. (Forward ho . . . ).
Car
"wowing"
Winter
the
workshops in such fields as choir dates for the evenings of one-acmax
to
predominately humorous vein, in rung naa mis w say m ma cut
are March 19 and 20 in Scott
Yesterday in the TUB we were nival will most assuredly be the directing and liturgy.
1930-31- .
Mr. Arn edited a column torial dealing with church attend
Dr. B. R. Russell will direct Auditorium. All students interested
formal Wooster by Wmterlight
entitled "Yours Truly Talks." ance. 'The future of compulsory exuberantly active as we gyrated
nomenclature,
the
(a
unscientific
Computer Institute, for which in participating in these producconmost
When I asked Mr. Arn what he church at Wooster rests with the to the mellifluous tones of
thought of his column after read- - student body. If we don't exploit temporary musical expression. Al- may I interpose). Ah, the senti registration has already been com- tions should meet Monday afternoon at 4 in Taylor 105. Directors,
volume could ment of it is almost overwhelming; pleted.
ing it over recently, he answered, the situation and do prove that though I dare say the
will
chair the actors and stage technicians will
Dr. Thomas Felt
several deci- however, frivolity must not get the
"That title can you imagine? we are seeking 'church without have been decreased
be needed.
. . . (tra-laspecial History Institute.
Wasn't that ridiculous? In that compulsion', the trustees will re- - bels to produce a more optimal upperhand
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For its first report, the Bookstore Committee of the SGA has investigated the
situation and workings of the bookstore and its relation to the rest of college business.
The College Bookstore is owned by the College of Wooster. Mrs. Holden is hired
by the College to manage the concern and is responsible to the Business Manager of the
L.oiiege ior lis success, as pan 01
black.

This net gain has not been
the College's whole financial struc
end
in itself, but the result of
an
ture, the Bookstore is instructed
to operate in the black. Its capital
comes from the Treasurer's Office
LINCOLN FUND
and likewise any gain or possible
In response to a letter sent
loss each year is absorbed by the
this week to faculty memsame office.
bers,
administration and staff,
In the Black
soliciting funds for the Lincoln
In recent years the Bookstore
has been fortunate enough to close Scholarship over $200 has
been received as the "Voice"
its fiscal year with a balance of
from $1,000 to $5,000 in the goes to press.

"i

liWfMmMWMl rr

efforts to avoid losing money. The
gain is not directly used to improve the Bookstore facilities or
services, but goes back to the main
College account used for expenses
in general. In some years, for example, Bookstore gains may have
made up for TUB losses.
The following is an account of
the services given by the Bookstore and how they are carried
out within the limitations of a
balanced budget.
(In a future article we will discuss some of the problems involved in stocking text books.)
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E. SCHOEFFLER, ESQUIRE'S Fashion Director

temperatures, and
Tomorrow's forecast could read "Below-freezin- g
snow turning to sleet late in the afternoon." No doubt about it,
college man wants
winter is well on its way. And no
to be caught looking through the glass darkly when the big freeze
wardrobe are in
hits. So, a few fashion tips on your
n
on the trends in outerwear for
order. Let's take a quick
the months ahead.
self-respecti-

ng

of its employees and other expenses such as the post office,
which does not fully pay for itself
although it does attract business,
and the student bank which is a
service provided free of charge.
Cosmetics are lowest in this area
being bought at 25 percent discount and being sold at producers'
listed prices for a gross gain of
33 percent of cost. School supplies
are next lowest with a mark-u- p of
33 percent of selling price which
is 50 percent of cost. Collegiate
items such as sweatshirts and
souvenirs are the most helpful for
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VIEWS OF
In front of

WARM UP,
STOP IN AT

NADELIN'S

THE THIN RED LINE plummets toward zero,
cold-weath- er

"tops-every-thin-

WINTER CARNIVAL

g"

w

ht

All-wo- ol

S-T-R-

give-and-ta-

S-T-R-E-T-

-C-H

ski-inspir-

THIS SIDE OF PARADISE the
college man will be properly hatted against winter's icy fury. The "suede swinger" constructed
on a firm yet flexible nylon frame, is made of
velvety suedes and brushed leathers in natural
shades to coordinate with all kinds of leather
and textured sportswear fabrics. A small crown, a narrow hum,
complete the picture.
and a snap-ban- d
well-dress-

ball games and trudging through midwinter
slush, the HOOT BOOT is an example of the
W
Ideal marriage of fashion and function. This
demi-bohas a shorter rise than last
year's models, pointed up by a turnback welt
seam. Unlined or for the
campus
fleece
with
or shearling, the HOOT
lined
BOOT features grained, plain or brushed leathers, with leather or rubber sole. Soft, subtle
heather mixtures of HOOT Hose are emphasized by their fleecy
finish. They are the answer to the perennial campus demand for

MS

ot

er

hose.

That's it for the latest word on outerwear. Next month, in plenty
- whirl of holiday celebraof time to prepare you for the
tions, we'll take a close look at the formal wear scene. See you then.
up-co-

01M4 by ESQUIRE, Inc.
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rearranged office, salesroom areas.

BOOKSTORE show

ds

the Bookstore with a 40 percent an automatic 50 percent mark-up-.
of sales price mark-uwhich
Last year the gross gain on the
brings in 67 percent gross gain 32.08 percent of business done in
over the cost. Greeting cards have merchandise other than texts came
out at 47.93 percent.
Finally the Bookstore must allow
for an approximate loss of three
percent of total business each year
to pilferage. Last year that would
have been $5,000, Just last Tuesday, for example, Mrs. Holden
feels fairly certain that someone
stole a pink stuffed animal.

Dr. Ritsch! Delivers

Christology Series

Dr. Dietrich Ritschl, one of
the finest contemporary theologians in the United States, will
be on campus from Feb. 18-2as
part of the SCA series of "Lecturers in Contemporary Theology." Dr. Ritschl, who is an exBelow are some figures the last
pert in the field of Christology,
year, which was a fairly typical will give a series of lectures on
year fo rthe Bookstore.
"The Meaning of Christ."

HI?I?H'B5.
Prescription Center
"In the Heart of the Medical Area"
Phone

m"

262-894-

$89,355.72

59.37

33,038.61
122,394.33
Operating Exp.
28,112.64
Total Expenses $150,506.97

21.95
81.32
18.68
100.00

INCOME
Books
$103,469.10
All other
Merchandise
48,874.52
Total Income
$152370.62
GROSS GAIN
On Books
$ 14,140.38
On all other
Merchandise
$1535.91
Estimated loss thru

Pilferage

1

as seen in

We hope that you enjoy the Esquire Magazines that we place in your College Library
and in all the major men's dormitories on
the campus.
We invite all the College of Wooster students to feel free to stop in our store and
look around at all the latest men's fashions.

.

32.08
100.00
15.82
47.93

$1,863.65

1

Dr. Ritschl is presently serving
as Professor of History of Doctrine at Pittsburgh Theological
Seminary. His lecture engagements, pastorates and teaching
positions have taken him to many
parts of the world, however. He
has lectured or taught in Scotland,
Switzerland, Hungary, Mexico and
the Soviet Union.
Dr. Ritschl's published works
include a number of books, among
which are Christ in Our Life and
A Theology of Proclamation, as
well as many articles on biblical
and practical theology.

A GIFT FOR
t

7our Valentine
aula
mi

nOOSTM
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FROM

We are pleased to be one

of the many men's wear
retailers through out the
country that are a member
of Esquire's College Sponsorship program.

67.92

or $5,000

Net Gain

ed

THE CALL OF THE WILD comes through loud
and clear in the HOOT BOOT. Great for foot-

easy-car- e

THE

Closest to the Campus

bindings on collars, closures, button-hole- s
and sleeves add a distinctive and practical touch. For the more conservative and for
the more formal occasion woolen top coats in a raglan sleeve,
natural-shoulde- r,
single-breaste- d
bold new Herringbone are getting
the nod. The Herringbone measures about an inch wide and is made
of black and white or grey coarse yarns. Traditional campus styling
includes flapped pockets and a fly front. And, of course, the Cccce-typ- e
camel hair coat remains a campus classic.

practical,

lirl

J

ed

cold-weath-

'

EXPENSES
Books (texts)
All other
Merchandise

sport coats and jackets as well as longer coats in brushed suede and
grained leather are definitely in. Leather accessories are big too :

let

l

ke

SOUND THE TRUMPETS for the big swing back to leath er. Leather

2-eye-

, --

H

-E

y
is the horizontal
in sportswear.
jackets. In general, jackets tend
found in the new
greater
length this year in both belt and zipper front styles.
toward
Their added elasticity affords plenty of extra shoulder room. Blue,
black, brown and natural tan are the dominant colors. Ski jackets
feature concealed hoods which roll into the collar. Quilted fabrics of
nylon or polyester cottons continue the popular trend in diagonal
and oblong patterns. Professional type stretch ski pants, understated in dark grey, dark blue, and black, are slimmer and trimmer,
maintaining the tapered look, along with greater ease and comfort
at points of stress.
One-wa-

J"

DRUGS

THE BIG NEWS IS THE BIG
T C-- in ail kinds of fabrics.
which along with the "Ski Look,", are creating a major revolution

J

i"M

p

AFTER

but you'll be snug in your campus tow coat the
cover-al- l.
This new
coat is a lineal descendant of the "Ski
Look." Its basically bulky, masculine lines are
weight. The tow
combined with feather-ligcoat is readily identifiable by its length, which
is short at most, 38" breaking just above the
knee.
or polyester cotton fabrics,
usually in a twill or poplin weave, are the most
popular in both single and double breasted
styles. Color preferences range from tan
through dark blue, black, and Loden green.

4

.

the textbooks that make up two-thirof the Bookstore's business, are the other
items that help pay the employees' salaries and other expenses.

cold-weath- er

run-dow-

.

r
w-.-tiiiifci,-
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Cards, Candy

rcD

(

DO

...

XT

is on other merchandise that
the Bookstore makes enough to
cover the remainder of the salaries

jim

MMatvy
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-
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Phone

263-280-
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Pritchard Jewelers
FRIDAY

Will Say It Better

- SATURDAY

Connie Stevens
in

"TWO FOR

GUILLOTINE"

We Have a Large Selection
in All Price Ranges

of Jewelry, Other Gifts
and Diamonds

and
"FBI CODE

98"

Fri. Schedule: "Guillotine" 7:15,
"FBI Code 98" 9:00

Sat. Schedule: "Guillotine" 6:30
and 10:10; "FBI Code 98 8:30

ANY SCOT
MAY CHARGE

THE

IT

,

SUNDAY - MONDAY - TUESDAY

"TOPKAPI"

ESKY SAYS

and
"INVITATION TO A
GUNFIGHTER"

for the latest fashions,
shop at
.

...

DIAMOND MERCHANTS

BRENNER
BROS.
Lower the Cost of Dreuing Well

145

E.

Liberty St.

Just East of the Square
Wooster, Ohio

Sun. Schedule: "Topkapi" 6:30
&

10:00; "Gunfighter" at 8:40

Mon.-Tu- e.

Schedule: "Topkapi

7:20; "Gunfighter" 9:20
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Paces In The Croud

Csageirs

by Steve Avakian

Sip fl&dunf Union,

Upend .fredonia Steie
by Don Kennedy

The Scots' busiest week of the year ended Thursday
night with a solid 93-8victory over Fredonia in their last
home contest. Splitting four games with heartbreaking losses
to Parsons and Wittenberg and wins over Mt. Union and

Those of you who know me personally may have noticed that

1

more often than not I end up frequenting the section of seats near
d
when it decides to show up during basketball games.
the
But the evening of the Parsons game a whim came over me and I
decided to crash the reserved seats upstairs.
Besides seeing a great ball game I have o admit that it
was all quite an experience. The most enlightening aspect had
to be the scouts who hang out upstairs. Scouts always add an
element of mystery to the game. Many people view it as being
unethical for these men in trenchcoats to descend upon a gym
and search for weaknesses and strengths in opponents.
But those who argue along such lines are on shaky theoretical
grounds. Wooster, and every other school in this conference, sends
men on the road regularly to look their opponents over. Unethical?
Well, sitting up on the balcony right next to a pair of scouts, I must
admit I felt a little uneasy. In the final analysis, however, these men
add quite a bit to the game with their work. Upsets would be lewer,
play sloppier without them.
Sitting to my right were two youngsters about nine or ten years
old. This twosome obviously thought itself quite sophisticated about
what was going on beneath us; the amazing thing was that they
weren't too far off. Play after play I sat and listened while, these two
gradeschoolers rambled on about Teague's ability to drive, Parsons'
interesting press, and so on until by the time it was all over I felt
like referring them to Coach Van Wie as two good prospects for the
"men in trenchcoats" brigade.
After the Olympian heights of Severance's balcony, the first
row of stands at Wittenberg's gymnasium was like a torture
chamber. You really feel the loss of your home floor when 2,000
aliens begin to cheer like mad, a swinging pep band goes into
orbit, and a bengal growl emits from the public address system
Awav floors have hurt the Scots over the years, and this prob
ably was a factor last Saturday. But the way Dave Guldin and his
mates crashed the Tiger zone and battled was something to behold.
Those Wittenberg fans were more than faces in the crowd they were
spirited rooters out for revenge. They got the win, but not without
a fierce fight from their guests.
Tonight will be more of the same down in Delaware. It's Winter
Homecoming at Ohio Wesleyan, and those Battling Bishops are out
defeat at Wooster.
to exact their ounce of flesh for last year's 64-6We drove past the OWU fieldhouse on our way to Springfield and
the thought of UPSET ran through my mind. I've seen Wesleyan
play this year and think a maximum Scottie effort can stop them
desnite the ereat Barrv Clemens. Add a spark to the big weekend by
finding n r.ar and hittinero Interstate 71 for Delaware. It should be
D
"
quite an evening.
pep-ban-

?

1

Fredonia ran the Wooster seasonal
chart to 11-- going into tonight's
away tussle with Ohio Wesleyan.
A Gary Bishop three point play
put Wooster ahead at the start
of the second half against Fredonia. Moments later, the visitors
lost their chance in a five minute
stretch by posting only two free
throws to the Scots' 14 points. A
slowdown and calm
passing offset Frdonia's full court

I

it

.V

9

,

well-handle-

press.

w

Associate Dean of the College F. W. Cropp passes along this story,
which he admits may only be hearsay. A ref at one of those frequenl

for help as three Parsons College
circle
around him. Parsons went on to
Wildcats close the
83-8Tonight Al Van Wie and the Scots try
take the game,
for their eighth OC victory at Delaware against a favored
Ohio Wesleyan five.
HARRIS

BUDDY

LOOKS
0.

Kenarden Race Tightens;
Fifth Shocks Sixth AA
by Dennis Goettel
As the Kenarden basketball action heads into its final
two weeks of regular season play three teams still have excellent opportunities to capture first place. A
Fifth section basketball team made the situation possible with
hot-hande-

eames which Severance serves up was getting razzed roy
ally by the partisans. One poor fan decided to come to his defense
and compliment him after a particularly controversial toot on the
whistle. "Nice call, ref," the spectator yelled out in all sincerity. To
which the official whirled around, pointed his finger menacingly, and
said, "One more word from you and I'll fling you out of the gym."
Some days it doesn't pay to get out of bed.

d

upset of Sixth AA. This
a 49-4- 7
the Betas three of the top five
leaves both teams with two losses
in the league. They used
scorers
as they go into their rematch next
this high scoring to upset Second
Tuesday at 8:30.
John
in an important game, 48-4Fifth, now in second place with Schaeffer had 21 for the winners,
mark, bounced back from while the league's leading scorer,
a 6-a second straight loss to Sixth A Paul Key, hit 16 for the losers.
(4-6- )
to defeat Third and then to
This loss left Second with a 6-- 3
being
AA.
Although
handle Sixth
record and one full game behind
outscored by AA from the field, 21 league-leadinBefore
Sixth (7-2goals to 15, the Delts hit 19 of 23 Fifth tackled the charging AA
free throws to gain the important team, the pace setters had won
4.

2

g

hieh-Dressur- e

Bishop led a fine team effort
with 20 points; Dave Guldin
swished 19 in the final home
game of his great career. Rocky
Morgan, the last of a series of
fine backcourt stars to visit Severance this year, had 32 to top
all scorers.
Thanks largely to a great spurt
in the last four minutes of the
initial stanza, the Scots bounced
back on the winning trail last
triumph
Tuesday with an 83-7- 5
over the Purple Raiders of Mt.

J

r

1

A special note to all readers who consider themselves pro- resslonai baseball rans: dim mcMniey, veierun mcruun i.cuyw
umpire, will speak in Chapel Monday and show the officio
York) at 3:30 in
Aim
f th 10 Ad World Series (St. Louis-Nethe Geology lecture room of Scovel.

d

victory. Fifth led at halftime, 29-2but Sixth AA quickly grabbed
margin before Fifth could
a 37-3get going in the second half.

).

5,

Union.

Playing without the starting ser
vices of Bill Gribble, the Scots
struggled along with their guests
until they suddenly rattled off 16
points to the Raiders' three near
he end of the first half and held
45-3- 0
bulge at intermission.
Gribble had entered the game with
about 11 minutes elapsed and
played the rest of the way.
Free Throws Decide
The charity tosses were the
Black and Gold's margin of vic- ory. Each side had 30 field goals
(Wooster took 10 less shots). But
the Scots capitalized on the quan- Uy rather than the quality of
their free throws, making 23 of
38. The visitors had 15 of 20.
Dave Guldin saw his streak of 23
consecutive successful attempts
brought to a halt.
The Jayvees trounced Mt. Un
ion's entry in the opener, 60-4Wittenberg was waiting for the
Scots at Springfield last Saturday
for the sake of revenge, and the
total performance from their well-oile- d
machine finally wore down
he dead game but dead tired men
1.

four in a row including a 46-3victory over stubborn Seventh and
edging of
an even tougher 48-4Sixth A. Tom Cooper was high
Rich Poling hit the clinching against Seventh with 14 points to
free throws and also led the win- counter the 13 points scored by
of Al Van Wie, 67-5ners in scoring with 16 while Dave Sevenths Larry Hanawalt.
STANDINGS
Myer added 12. Tony Hewitt,
Wooster led by as much as 10
W
Tom Cooper and Larry Ramseyer Team
points in the first half, and held
7
had 14, 13 and 12 points respec- Sixth AA
three-point
advantage at the
6
tively to account for 39 of the 47 Fifth
break. But Wittenberg's constant
6
Second
Sig points.
pressing tactics began to tell, and
5
First
28-2he Scots last saw the lead at 8 :27
The Delts held a 6 lead over
4
Sixth A
of the second half. The Clan,
their nemesis, Sixth A, before
2
Third
hampered by their tough struggle
Ed Piper and Dave
losing 56-41
Seventh
he previous evening, could man
Miner tallied 14 and 12 respecUPCOMING GAMES:
balonly seven field goals in the
age
winners'
the
tively to guide
Tues., Feb. 16, 8:30, Sixth AA
second half. Their scoring was
anced scoring while Joe Ferrante
vs. mm
balanced Dave Guldin, Gary Bisand Jay Carr led the losers with
Fri., Feb. 19, 7:15, Second vs. hop, Jordan and Gribble hit
Third
17 and 16. Fifth crushed
Sixth AA
65-4double figures.
in their next outing behind
The Scots trailed a fantastically
Dave Myer's 20 and Ferrante's 16.
shooting-mindeParsons outfit the
The Rabbis of Third, who have
previous night, snatched the lead
now lost six consecutive games, alin the final moments, and lost it
The winso bowed to First, 47-4again through a series of lightning
ners were led by their two big
Wooster miscues and Wildcat
yd
scorers, Joe Bowden (18) and
Two baskets by Tim
steals, 83-8John Schaeffer (16). Jim Schaef-fe- r
Jordan and another by Dave Gul
is also averaging 10.4 to give
din put wooster in front with two
TO SERVE
minutes to go. With 40 seconds on
the clock, Wooster led bv0 one.
6

0

2

6.

Word around the league indicates that the' Ohio Conference round-robi- n
is through. After this season, the gentlemen's agreement under
which each of the 15 member teams plays everyone else in the conDeni-soference will terminate because of scheduling differences between
and Mt. Union and Kenyon's reluctance to play Akron. During
the past year the OC has come under increased fire for its dual system
and tournament. These initial changes
of having both a round-robimay signal more moves by conference teams.
n

n

Wafmen Split Matches,
2
Succumb To
B--

17-1-

W,

by Will Johnson
Phil Shipe's Scot wresders aged to earn a draw. Jim Johnson
record to 2-- lost his first in a hard fought
their . season's
broueht
,
o
.
1 .1
1
2 Saturday when they defeated the match at 157, and at 167 Grover
Hull was pinned by Tiger Captain
Tigers from Wittenberg, 16-1conBob Cmdrich.
The victory was remarkable
Phil Cotterman put the match
sidering that Wooster was without
three regulars' in Frank Dublo, on ice for Wooster when he won a
tough 4-- decision over Pete FischDick Marr and Jeff Nye.
16-1In
Wooster picked up a big five er. This made the score
Keen
points in the 123 class when Wit- the Unlimited class Doug
decision.
close
tenberg forfeited to Alex Fleming dropped a
Wednesday night undefeated
and Wooster. Warren Welch, in
Baldwin-Wallachanded the Scots
his first appearance this season,
17-1g
Pins by
came up with a fine effort decision-in- their third defeat,
Eldon Mil-ne- s Jim Johnson and Phil Cotterman
his opponent
kept up the hot pace doing plus a draw by Warren Welch in
everything but pinning his op- the opening match provided WoosCotterman's
ponent. The score now stood 11-- 0 ter with its points.
string
victory
his
pin at 7:52 ran
in favor of the Scots.
At 147 was Captain Bill Balloon, to 17. Results of yesterday's meetwresding two classes up (giving ing with Akron arrived too late
away 17 pounds). Balloon man- - for publication.,
.
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2-- 0
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The 0A6 Race

8--

3

7--

4

7--

4

7. WOOSTER
8. Capital
9. Mt. Union
10. Marietta

7--

5

6--

6

.909
.909
.833
.727
.636
.636
.583
.500

5--

6

.400

4--

7

Denison
12. Heidelberg
13. Kenyon

4-- 7

1. Wittenberg

10-- 1

Akron

10-- 1

3. OWU
4. Hiram

10-- 2

5. Otterbein
Muskingum

2--

1- -9

B-- W

TREAT HER WITH A

9

1- -9

15. Oberlin

1--

10

.363
.363
.182

.100
.100
.090

RESULTS THIS WEEK

VALENTINE

GIFT FROM OUR

FINE COLLECTION OF

HANKIES, COLOGNE or SWEATERS

The Beulali Bechtel Shop Inc.

Heidelberg 87,

B-- W

81

Wittenberg 67, Capital 59
Denison 65, Kenyon 56
Wooster 83, Mt. Union 75
OWU 88, Otterbein 79
Akron 65, Oberlin 42
Muskingum 78, Marietta 70

ALL OF

YOUR
GREETING
CARD.

NEEDS
II
JJL

THRU

THE YEAR
COLLEGE

BOOK
STORE
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Ten seconds later they trailed by
three, giving testimony to the
quicksilver-lik- e
hands of back-cou- rt
star Ronnie Teague.
Turnovers told the story, Wooster having its high, a whopping
d
25. The
game was
marked by great shooting on both
sides, but the boys from Iowa had
a little too much class.
The Jayvees had surprisingly
litde trouble in shackling the Ken52-2arden League
fast-pace-

All-Star- s,

9.

'

.

Tonight's game at Ohio Wesleyan will find the Scots batUing
as underdogs to record their third
big upset of the season. Bishop
coach Frank Shannon, a former
player at Wittenrecberg, has seen his seven-yea- r
ord run to an impressive 106-5- 1
as his boys carry a 14-- slate into
their battle with Wooster.
The player to watch will be 6-- 7
Barry Clemens. Big Barry has
virtually rewritten the Wesleyan
record book during his 90 games
in an OWU uniform. Thus far
this season Clemens is third in the
OC scoring race (22.5 ppg) and
third in rebounds (15.2 per
bargame). He broke the
all-conferen-

ce

5

,

40-poi- nt

against

rier

Baldwin-Wallac-

e,

pumping for 41 markers and 18
field-goal-

s.

Clemens, a pre-me- d
student,
shoots from anywhere on the floor
and has one of the finest outside

touches in the conference.
Tuesday night Ohio Wesleyan
scored a big victory over Otterbein, 88-7The Bishops couldn't
solve Don Carlos and saw the
conference's leading scorer and
Little
candidate tally
31. But freshman Tom Carnes
(26) and Clemens (24) put an
end to the Cardinal hopes.
Game time tonight is 8:30, due
to Wesleyan's Winter Homecoming
activities.
9.

All-Americ-

Ball

an

Paces Mermen

by Bill White
This afternoon the Wooster mermen travel to the Rubber City
for a meet with the Akron Zips.
The Scots will be hoping to imrecord.
prove on their
Tuesday Wooster fell to Muskingum, 60-3The Scots copped
four first places but managed few
seconds or thirds in dropping their
fifth straight decision of the season.
Reliable Ted Ball was once again
a double winner, posting victories
in the 60 and 100-yar- d
freestyle
1-- 6

5.

events.

Gerry Meyer added a first in
the 500-yar- d
freestyle with a winning time of 6:23.7. Bob
Gary Tyack, Steve Pleune
and Gerry Meyer rounded out the
Wooster scoring with a first in
the 400 yard freestyle.
After the Akron meet, swimming clashes with Denison, Baldwin-Wallace
and Oberlin remain
before the OAC championship relays on the weekend of March
5 and 6.

SCOTS ENJOY
Skiing

Skating
Snowballing
Sculpturing
Simohc

WINTER CARNIVAL

Mc-Knig-

ht,

WOOSTER VOICE
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Drushal Attends
N.Y.C. Conclave
Dean Garber Drushal will travel
to New York City on Feb. 18 to
participate in a special three day
conference exploring the requirements and possibilities of peace
in the nuclear world.
The conference was stimulated
by Pope John XXIIPs encyclical
"Pacem in Terris," or "Peace on
Earth." In this message the Pope
appealed to all statesmen, Cathofor responsilic and
in the purbility and
suit of peace.
c,

non-Catholi-

co-operati-

on

Attending the meeting will be
such national and international
figures as Vice President Hubert
Humphrey, United Nations Secretary-U Thant, AmbassaGeneral
dor Adlai Stevenson, William
Chairman of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee, Barbara Ward, economist and author,
and historian Arnold Toynbee.
Ful-brigh- t,

MORE ON
HIGH COURT
(Continued from Page 1)

Young's stand at a special MAB
meeting Tuesday night He quoted
the last clause of the SGA Constitution as the legal basis for his
remarks. This clause says that the
January 28, 1963 Constitution was
approved by the faculty "with the
understanding that nothing in it
alters, diminishes or abrogates
any authority or responsibility now
residing in die Faculty or Administration." Thus, since Racky
delegated authority to the MAB
to handle rushing procedure in
toto, the decision of the High
Court doesn't really matter because the MAB power in this
area originates in the dean's office, and not in the SGA Sonstitu-tion- .
This creates the embarrassing
situation that the High Court decision of constitutionality will, in
actuality, have no effect on the
actions of one of its own legislative bodies.
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OMo College Project Helps Negroes

WCW PROGRAM GUIDE

February 14 to 18, 1965
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 14:

IN FOCUS: CBC feature "French-Englis- h
Relations in Canada," Massey Lecture No. 5
7:30 MINIATURE CONCERT: Tonight featuring Associate
Professor Dale Moore, baritone.
MPH
OF THE ROMANTIC AGE: Gary Houston
hosts a program featuring Slavic music.
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 15:
PUS
NEWS AND SPORTS: Ken Logue and Bob
brings
Johnson
you the latest happenings at the College.
7:15-T- HE
FIGHT FOR FREEDOM: Mark Wynn interviews
the Rev. John Cox, director of the Beall Neighborhood
Center, Cleveland.
7:30 NEGRO ARTISTS: Frank Peters presents Mahalia
Jackson.
' 8:00 TURNTABLE 78: Sigmund Romberg's Student Prince,
with host Bob Johnson.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 16:
7:00 SONGS OF THE PEOPLE: Dave Twining brings you
favorites from the Newport Jazz Festival.
ON THE FACULTY: "A Prairie Dog for
Thomas Jefferson," Dr. Ernest S. Osgood, Professor
of History.
ERT
AND SULLIVAN: Bill Johnson presents The
Pirates and Penzance.
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17:
7:00 ORAL INTERPRETATION: Ross Morgan with poems
about Abe Lincoln.
7:30-JA- ZZ
UNLIMITED: Jim Ball hosts the first of a two- part series on Stangetz.
8:00 HERITAGE OF THE BAROQUE: Masters of the Italian Baroque, Part I, featuring Archangelo Corelli, with
host Bill Johnson.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 18:
Ellen Goodwin and Paul Landerl, Dixie.
7:30 PERSPECTIVE: "Lebanon and Arab Studies," with
Betsy Rehorst, George Hamra, Dr. Harold Smith, and
host Jim Boswell.
8:00 RECITAL HALL: Piano recital by Rachel Weber,
hosted by Bob Johnson.
7:00-CAN- ADA

8:0O-TRIU-

7:00-CAM-

7:30-SPOTL- IGHT

8:0O-GILB-

Yellow Springs, O.
Ten mington College and Wittenberg to include more colleges and more
communities," he said.
southwestern Ohio colleges University.
The NSSFNS role, according to
and universities this month At the turn of the year, 85 colLogan,
is to sort out the students
begin a program to assist and leges were involved in similar CAP

cooperate with area high schools projects throughout the country.
in opening up college opportunities
Working in teams of two, parfor Negro students.
ticipating institutions will visit
selected
high schools in Columbus,
Known as the College Assistance
Dayton,
and Cincinnati during the
Program (CAP), the project has
next several weeks, meeting with
two aims:
counselors and students.
To build academic aspirations
Frank A. Logan, Antioch College
among Negro high school students
director
of admissions, is coordine
previously regarded as
ating the program. He stressed that
material, and,
"This is a service project in beTo encourage high schools to half of college-goin- g
in general and
identify potentially-successfu- l
stuNSSFNS in particular, rather than
dents and refer them to the Na- a recruitment program for our
tional Scholarship Service and own institutions."
Fund for Negro Students (NSS-FNS- )
"If this limited project is sucwhich will assist them in apcessful, it is quite possible that
plying for admission to appropribroader
participation will develop
ate colleges.

who become interested in higher

education as a result of the team
visits, and to "find the right college for the right student." In
addition to providing motivation
and guidance, NSSFNS also provides supplementary scholarships.

non-colleg-

JTi

UNIQUE COOKERY
"SINCE

WARM

1

Continuous Service from
til 10 p.m. (except Wed.)

7:30 a.m.

Phone
6
Continuous Service
7:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Closed Wednesday
263-478-

NADELIN'S
AFTER

WINTER CARNIVAL

7:0O-POTPO- URRI:

COIN OPERATED
LAUNDRY and DRY CLEAN
Pe'
Wash 20c Load
D7 10C

Minutes

Dry Clean up to 0 lbs. $2.00

"when c an
IBM?

Two Blocks North of Campus
Beall Avenue

February 23
ECON-O-WAS- H

Beall at Hartzler

Phone

Chicken Dinner Capital
"Thirty-fiv- e

Years of
1929-19-

Inn-Keepin-

264-18- 91

"for what fobs?"
Systems Engineering

of the World

Marketing Sales

g"

64

an old inn in England, where he sought refuge from the chill of a winter's
night, a weary traveler wrote the following poem on one of the inn's frosty
In

window panes:

"Whoever has
Where'er his
May sigh to
His warmest

The

traveled life's dull round,
stages may have been,
think he has found
welcome at an Inn."

Mr.

in Wen days, the Inn was rediscovered
and Mrs. Paul Reining and family to today's use,

making it one of the oldest Inns in Ohio.
WARM UP,
STOP IN AT

NADELIN'S
AFTER

WINTER CARNIVAL

FOR THAT SPECIAL DATE,
FOR THE WINTER CARNIVAL,
FOR YOUR VALENTINE,

Europe Bound?
New York -- London
July 26 - Sept. 5....$325.00

Processing Representative is a

con-

sultant, to his customers. He demonstrates how
customers can achieve better business management and control through data processing.

$t0p .n.the $,ago rou,e$
ni?C0TOn
and converted by

in 1929

IBM Data

Buy Corsages, Roses, Spring Flowers

at

YOOSTiR FLORAL STORE

Round Trip

July 10 -- Aug. 13....$305.00

Processing Systems Engineers are men
and women who study customer requirements in
depth, devise an approach, define a preferred
machine and operational solution, and help the
customer implement the solution.
IBM Data

The IBM Customer Engineer is a specialist in precision data processing machines and systems. He
is responsible for installing and maintaining IBM's
vast line of electronic and electromechanical
equipment.
you have a major in Liberal Arts, Engineering, the
Sciences, or Business Administration, discover
what kinds of work IBM has to offer. IBM is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.
If

There are challenging assignments in more than
200 sales and service offices located coast to coast.
See your placement office for our brochures and
an appointment with the IBM interviewers. If you
cannot attend the interviews write or visit the
nearest IBM office.

Round Trip

July 4 -- Aug. 8

T. H. Koerner

$315.00

Branch Manager

Round Trip

340 S. Broadway
Akron, Ohio 44308
DATA
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FLAIR TRAVEL
263-780-

346
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Bowman St.

Wooster, Ohio

Young Moderns Shop

'

for Reservations

UP,

STOP IN AT

Miami University, Ohio Wesleyan
University, University of Cincinnati, University of Dayton, Wil

1925

132 S. Buckeye St.
WOOSTER, OHIO

Participating in the southwestern
Ohio CAP project are Antioch College, Capital University, Central
State College, Denison University,

T

.
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